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Walk 13
New Fancy and the Speech House

The walk begins at the New Fancy View car park, just 
north of the barracks, a miniature mining village con-
sisting of a number of terraces, with each house having 
a long vegetable garden. New Fancy colliery produced 
over 3½ million tons of coal in the century leading up 
to its closure, but apart from the landscaped former spoil 
heap (visited at the end of the walk) there are very few 
signs of its existence.

Explorers of disused railway lines will be in their 
element in the next 20 minutes. Turn right at the north 
end of the car park onto a track on the line of the dis-
used branch line which served the colliery, then left at a 
T junction onto a gravelly path which goes straight across 
the trackbed of the Severn and Wye railway’s mineral 
loop line. The track then dips down to a grassy break in 
the trees, to cross the line of the Forest of Dean Central 
Railway (the route was prepared but the scheme was 
abandoned before the tracks were even laid here) and, 
immediately afterwards, the Blackpool Brook.

start/Finish New Fancy View car park (SO 628 095)
Distance 8km (5 miles)
ascent 165m (540ft)
time 2–3 hours
Public transport Bus 727 runs three times a day from Lydney to Parkend and 

stops at The Barracks, close to the New Fancy View car park 
Parking Forestry Commission New Fancy View car park

An exhilarating walk through a mixture of woodland types, passing the 
venerable Speech House and ending with a climb up to the bird viewing 
platform at New Fancy View, notable for the distinctive sight of displaying 
goshawks in Spring.
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Keep on the green, damp track as it rises through 
plantations which include lime and Scots pine. The track 
curves left then climbs to the crest of a ridge; turn left 
here, initially through a muddy area but then on a good 

green path, with lots of evidence of use by wild boar. 
The path gradually gains height through 

M i d d l e r i d g e 
I n c l o s u r e 

and the for-
e s t  e n d s 
a b r u p t l y 
o n  t h e 
right, with 
wide views 

to the for-
es ted hi l l s 

favoured by 
goshawks.

The green 
path comes to an 

end at a stony track. 
Turn left on this, 
then go straight on 

between boulders on 
a thin path which skirts 
the boundary fence of a 

Looking along the 
Spruce Ride
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sawmill on the site of Lightmoor colliery, with its sub-
stantial spoil heap and gradually decaying engine house. 
Cross a stream and climb up onto a cycleway, following 
this to the left as it curves between trees, goes over a low 
embankment, and finally arrives at the spruce ride.

Turn right onto the Ride, which is well-surfaced and 
wide (the trees stand some 10m back on each side) and 
heads arrow-straight through the woodland, mainly cen-
tury-old Norway spruce, of Saintlow Inclosure. On the 
right a long, thin gap in the trees (now largely reclaimed 
by vegetation) marks the site of yet another piece of rail-
way history – the Acorn Patch sidings.

Built in 1943 to service a US Army ammunition and 
explosives depot, the acorn Patch sidings offer an 
eerie reminder of the way the Second World War 
intruded into even the remotest places. Remains of 
concrete roads and hut foundations together with 
three brick bunkers can still be found on the site, 
which stored large quantities of mustard gas and 
was not declared safe until 1957.

The Spruce Ride eventually leads to the delight-
ful Speech House Lake, created in 1975 by damming a 
stream at the head of the Blackpool Brook valley.

Beyond a gate the Spruce Ride curves left but a path 
on the right leads through the Cyril Hart arboretum – 
with over 200 specimen trees, many of them interesting 
and unusual, together with a variety of forest sculptures 
– to reach the main road just east of the speech house. 
Built in 1676 as the ‘Court of Speech’ for the verderers of 
the Forest of Dean, the Speech House is now an hotel but 
the court room has been preserved and is still used for 
formal meetings of the verderers’ court.

Take the path running through woodland south 
of the Speech House to return to the head of Speech 
House Lake, but just before reaching the little bridge at 
its head turn right onto the narrow path snaking around 
the wooded western side of the lake. It’s important to 
turn sharp left at the end of the lake, clambering down 

Now a valuable 
wildlife habitat, this 
small and narrow 
lake hosts dragonflies, 
kingfishers and 
a variety of fish, 
including bream, 
carp and roach and is 
also home to eels.
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to cross the outflow stream on little stepping stones and 
then going around the lake for 150m before turning right 
onto a thin path alongside a stream.

Cross the stream on a plank bridge and take an 
excellent level track down to a T junction. Go right here, 
but before crossing Reform Bridge take a green track on 
the left which approaches an attractive railway bridge. 
Go through the bridge, then climb sharply left to gain 
the trackbed of the railway. Now cross over the bridge 
– a sign identifies it as Central Bridge – and then over 
another high bridge which carries the former railway over 
the Blackpool Brook. Keep on the track for 500m through 
saintlow inclosure and then turn right to retrace the out-
ward route back to New Fancy.

The walk ends spectacularly with a short but steep 
climb to new Fancy view, a spoil tip which was land-
scaped in the 1970s to provide a bird viewing platform, 
with panoramic views over the Forest and towards the 
Severn estuary.

The main attraction here is the opportunity to see 
one of Britain’s rarer birds of prey, the goshawk, 
which performs aerial acrobatics above the wood-
lands here from February onwards.

The Speech House
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